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When assessing student work, graders will often find that some students will 
leave one or more problems blank on assessments. Since there is no work 
shown, the grader has no means to evaluate the student's understanding of a 
particular problem, and thus awards `zero' points. This practice punishes the 
student behavior of leaving a problem blank, but this zero is not necessarily 
an accurate assessment of student understanding of a particular topic. While 
some might argue that this practice is `fair' in that students are aware that 
they can't receive points for problems they don't attempt, we share evidence 
that this practice unequally impacts different student groups. We analyze 10 
years of UC Davis introductory physics course databases to show that 
different groups of students (by gender, racial/ethnic group, first generation, 
etc.) skip problems, and entire exams at different rates. We also share some 
implications for grading and teaching practices.
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Pondering	zeros:	analysis	of	a	decade	of	blanks	and	missed	quizzes

Which	Students	are	skipping	entire	quizzes?Which	students	are	skipping	problems?

FIGURES 1 & 2: For the most part skipping a problem on a quiz and missing the entire quiz, are somewhat rare occurrences. However, we do see significant 
differences when we compare different student groups. For example, students identifying in the URM group engage in both of these behaviors more than any 
of the other student groups we’ve identified. Interestingly, these two behaviors that earn students zeros don’t necessarily seem to be coupled. For example, 
males are more likely than females to miss an entire quiz, but females are more likely than males to leave a problem blank on a quiz. Similarly, first 
generation college students are more likely to leave a problem blank than most other students, but their missed quiz behavior is indistinguishable from all 
students.
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The impact of behavioral zeros depend greatly on the grade-scale.4 The 
table below shows the impact on students graded using a traditional 
percent scale vs. a 4.0 scale. We share these two grade-scales as they were 
both used in this course.

Some students skip a problem on a quiz or an exam to earn a zero. Others don’t show up, and thus miss the entire quiz. We examine these behaviors by 
different student groups to see if these behaviors similar across groups.

ARE	ZEROS	MEASURING	UNDERSTANDING?
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DISCUSSION	QUESTIONS
(INTERACTIVE	POSTER	SPACE)

We have found that because so many individuals have experience with 
this topic, our paper raises lots of discussion questions. Discussion 
questions are good places for future research, and helpful in interpreting 
results. What sort of questions does this project raise for you? Do you 
have thoughts on our questions?

1. Should grades measure understanding, course completion, behavior, a 
combination of these or something else? If a student earns a “C” in a 
physics course, what does that mean to you? 

2. What do you do when your students leave a problem blank? What 
about when they miss a quiz? Do these students earn a zero, or do you 
handle this some other way? Are you satisfied with this practice? 
What practices are you interested in trying to minimize zeros, or the 
impact of zeros?

3. What kinds of practices do you use to communicate your grading 
policies for students who might not be familiar with academic culture 
of earning points?

4. What other thoughts and questions do you have about this 
topics/project?

Tweet @BlanksGrade or use #GradeBlanks join the conversation!

https://twitter.com/BlanksGrade

TABLE 1

DATA	SET
For a separate study of differences between grade scales,1 we looked up 
96 original class databases from 2003-2012 to compile a set of 794,088 
grades given, on individual parts of 606 quizzes and 76 final exams, to 
15,207 students taking physics 7A and/or physics 7B (CLASP)2 during 
that set of years. To these grade data we included student's self-reported 
demographic data that we received from UCDavis administrative sources. 
We use this same data set in the current paper. We are fortunate that this 
course utilizes the “Grading by Response Category” method,3 where 
student solutions are placed in categories that are later assigned a numeric 
grade, so that the 96 class-level databases include the individual grades 
that were given for each graded part of each exam. First-generation 
students are those without a parent with a 4-year college degree and 
students from groups underrepresented in physics (URM) include those 
students identifying as having African, Native American, Latin-American, 
Mexican, or Pacific Islander ancestry.
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In tables 1 and 2, we compare impact of behavior zeros on students using 
two grade scales in CLASP.2 Grades are not impacted as much by zeros on 
the 4.0 scale. This makes it easier for students to recover if they leave a 
problem blank.

FIGURES 3 & 4: One could make the argument that students are leaving blanks on exams because they don’t know enough physics to earn any partial 
credit on the problem. In other words, they couldn’t think of anything to write down that would have earned them points. We do not have enough 
information to evaluate that hypothesis, however, we can examine how the behavior of blank-leaving varies by a students average score on non-blank 
answers, which we present as a rough proxy for each students’ ‘overall’ understanding of course materials. 

Figure 4 shows that there is a correlation between blank-leaving behavior and average score on non-blank answers. However, this correlation is weak  
(R2 = 0.13), and we see that students leaving 10% of problems blank span the entire length of the grade-scale. It seems far fetched to think that a student 
who has an average score of nine out of ten on all answered problems can think of nothing that might earn them any points on 10% of the problems.

Another way to examine this correlation is to consider only students who earn an average higher than a “B” on answered problems. If blanks are an 
indication of lack of knowledge, we should not see the same trends present in figures 1 & 2. While students earning higher scores on average do leave 
fewer blanks overall, in figure 3 we still see differences between different groups of students, which indicates that blank-leaving behavior is at least 
somewhat independent of understanding.
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